Indisputable EVIDENCE Fiona Barnett is an Operation
It is a dangerous operation with multiple bad actors, that is being exposed. This document is in
the hands of the U.S. government as well as multiple other agencies and individuals.
Author: A bloodhound

WHO’S NAME IS MISSING FROM THIS HEADSTONE?
Fiona Barnett claims that Helena Holowczak is her grandmother who sex-trafficked her from
the age of 2 up until 13 years old, along with her step-grandfather Peter Holowczak, who she
sometimes refers to as Poitre. She states that Peter and Helena often took her to be sexually
abused by members of the Nazi community who had settled in an area south of Sydney, which
ran from the Sutherland Shire to Wollongong. These are allegedly the parents of her alleged
father Frank Holowczak, aka Mitek Frank Holowczak, aka Mitek Rylko. Fiona Barnett also
alleges she has six siblings and two daughters, Kasia and Sophie.
Who’s names are missing from this headstone? ALL OF THEM. Hundreds of pieces of
indisputable evidence, with direct links and screenshots are in this document below. There are
multiple bad actors involved with this operation. This is not a single woman behind all of this.

IMPORTANT: The purpose of this evidence is to expose the operation for what it is –
destroying victims lives, as well as advocates for children, to create chaos, division, and an
army of doers, plus much more. DO NOT attack Fiona’s alleged family members, and
most certainly DO NOT attack the real Holowczak family. Most importantly, it would not
be advised to attack the other players involved. INSTEAD, EXPOSE IT ALL.
Quote from Fiona Barnett: “Until I reached 15 years of age, my family and I were told that Poitre Holowczak
was my biological grandfather. From the age of three until 11 years, I spent countless weekends and school
holidays at the Holowczak’s home at 14 McAlister Avenue, in the Southerland Shire suburb of Engadine. When
I was aged 12, my family moved to northern NSW. Thereafter, I occasionally stayed with the Holowczaks
during school holidays.”
That is a very important quote to keep in mind while reviewing her claims throughout the years in the timeline
below.

For years, the Fiona Barnett operation has been seeding the minds of thousands of people in Australia, but with
a focus on the United States of America, and for years, people have been buying into it. While others have
spotted the obvious tactics, no one has been able to break down this operation, and reveal what it truly is. Some
have attempted to call her out or question her, but the operation has an army of attackers that go after those that
dare, while Fiona deflects, and ultimately ends in pure projection, informing all followers that the individual is a
CIA Luciferian pedophile. Understand, this was a very well thought out plan from the beginning, going back
nearly a decade, and orchestrated by MANY involved. It has escalated to the point of reaching the masses,
which was their ultimate goal – to create chaos, while distracting from true victims, and attempting to obliterate
those trying to help, all while building an army of followers that do as they say, so as to assist with their
destruction.
You will learn that Peter and Helena Holowczak are not Fiona Barnett’s grandparents. They hijacked a dead
couple and built a story around them, while destroying the couple’s real family. They fabricated the home in
which the grandparents lived, and Fiona allegedly spent years at, while being abused and witnessing a murder
of a child. Fiona stood in front of this alleged home for 5 long minutes in the documentary, while describing in
detail all of the abuse and other events that took place in each nook and cranny. Ironically, that wasn’t even
Peter and Helena’s home. You will find this and countless other pieces of evidence throughout this document.
Despite the fact many are “woke”, unfortunately, many of those folks have been duped by this operation. That
ends now. That ends the moment you finish reading this document, with indisputable proof, that this is in fact
an operation. If you care about true victims, and you care about the United States of American, you will make
certain this document is seen by millions, and that no one is ever duped by these irreprehensible people ever
again.
How serious is this? All of this has been turned over to the United States Government. If you were a follower,
you will be very angry when you learn the truth. Use that anger to flood all of Fiona Barnett platforms with
TRUTH until they pull the plug on this operation. Their army is nothing compared to the Patriots in this
country. They will no longer get away this.
We will begin with Fiona’s claims documented below in the timeline, per dates she herself stated. But first, if
you have been a strong believer in Fiona, let yourself off the hook before you read this. Do not feel it was
wasted time and energy. Do not feel guilt or shame. They ran a pretty good operation, with a woman who has
the ability to act, during a time that victims of real tragedies are coming forward. It happens. More importantly,

many of the stories Fiona claimed to be hers, were in fact stories from other victims that truly did suffer through
these experiences she hijacked.
The information you read below will be rather shocking to most, because those non-believers thought she had a
mental illness, was MK-Ultra’d, or simply batshit crazy. None of these are the case, and no one has ever gotten
to the real truth, until now. This was all very well thought out, planned, and orchestrated, with a fair amount of
efficiency, by multiple people.

Pay very close attention to the words in this quote from alleged husband Jon Barnett at 12:20 in part 2 of
Fiona Barnett’s documentary:
“The effect it has for a lot of people when they meet her, actually there are two effects. One is this mirror effect.
When people get to know her, they can’t play their games with her. So for people who like to play games, for
people who are trying to present themselves as one way when they are not really that way, they will find
themselves very uncomfortable with Fiona. And Fiona will pick that up, and she doesn’t like it. She won’t say,
“I don’t like it” to the person, but she doesn’t like people who do play games… people who are pretending to be
something they are not. And, her reaction to that is not anger, or whatever, but she’ll provoke them. She’ll say
something and put them in a situation where they have to look at that, what game you’re playing. They end up
feeling very awkward.”

In Fiona’s own words from her documentary, articles, blog, and video interviews – she has
alleged the following:
• Witnessed 30 murders specifically, plus “multiple murders” at each of 3 different locations
• Raped 8 times specifically, plus “multiple times” by several different people over a 13-year period
• Witnessed and was put through countless satanic rituals over a 13-year period
• Suffered a forced, ritual abortion
• Military training began at age 6 at Holsworthy in Australia, and was completed in the U.S. at age 14 by
Michael Aquino
• And much, much more
See complete timeline below, followed by extensive evidence to the contrary, with indisputable, impossible
to spin, documentation.

TO FIONA & GANG:
THIS ENDS NOW. Tell your powers that be, they would be wise to pull the plug on this
operation immediately. To translate: shut down your website, facebook, twitter, YouTube
accounts, and halt this operation. This has all been turned over to the United States
Government. Eyes are on you. There are archives of all evidence located in multiple states. If
your army goes dark and resurfaces, that would not be wise. You will no longer take advantage
of human beings, take away focus from true victims, send your army of shills to attack people
with false allegations in order to destroy and divide this country, attempt to diminish solid
journalists and those advocating to stop child sex trafficking and abuse, or request money be
sent to those working with you. THE GIG IS UP. TEAR IT ALL DOWN.

TO JOURNALISTS, REPORTERS & YOUTUBER’s:
Many of you have regurgitated her stories, written at length about her experiences, and
produced countless videos and interviews. To you I say this: do not fret. Use the information in
this document to create new material telling the truth and exposing this operation for what it is.
Go into your old videos and interviews of her and add a small graphic over them stating she is
part of an operation, and link your new videos below them. Remember, she not only hijacked a
dead couple, she hijacked other people’s stories. Some of these experiences are real to the
victims that suffered through them, while others have been gravely exaggerated by Fiona
Barnett. Do not allow this to diminish those that truly suffered. She herself is part of a bigger
operation, and did not experience the stories she claims.

Fiona Barnett Timeline Pulled Directly from Her Own Words in
Documentary & Articles:
(All articles are archived throughout and at the end of this document, since she/they will
be removing her website and all other platforms they push disinfo through.)
MAY 29, 1958: Let’s begin with Peter and Helena Holowczak’s certificate of naturalization. Notice the
address. They in fact lived at 30 McAlister Ave., Engadine NSW, NOT 14 McAlister, where Fiona filmed her
documentary with explicit details of what transpired in various rooms, the garage, and chook pen. See
screenshots below.

TO BE CLEAR: 30 McAlister Ave., where the Holowczaks actually lived, was torn down awhile back,
along with 2 other homes. Lots 26, 28 and 30 were all sold, and TLC Childcare Centre was built. This place was
then auctioned off on October 25, 2016 to St. George Montessori Engadine, who had a grand opening on
Saturday, July 22, 2017. By purchasing all 3 lots that sat on the corner of McAlister Ave. and Woronora Road,
the address became 252 Woronora Road.
Additionally, 14 McAlister was sold on May 6, 2013 which is the exact same month Fiona began dropping her
story on David Icke’s forum under the name Kate Gardiner. More about this further down. The documentary
is dated July 14, 2015 on the shot where Fiona is standing in front of the house, sharing her alleged memories in
explicit detail. In 2017 the home was torn down and a new home was built.

30 McAlister was the corner house, which google cannot locate due to it being torn down, along with lots
26 & 28, as shown in links above. This is 8 houses away from where Fiona claimed they lived.

Screenshots from the Documentary, where Fiona claims all of the terrors that happened to her at 14
McAlister Ave. where Peter and Helena Holowczak allegedly child trafficked her, and her alleged stepgrandfather hung himself in the chook pen behind the garage. Watch the documentary.

SEPTEMBER 7, 1968: She alleged her parents were married as Mitek Frank Holowczak (from Honn
Germany) now age 73, Dawn Lorraine Mitchell (from Brisbane Queensland) now age 70. 2/33a Regent Street,
Kogarah NSW, Australia. Witnesses are listed as 2 sisters.
OCTOBER 28, 1969: Fiona alleges she was born in Sydney as a Holowczak, at St George Hospital in
Kogarah, which is odd being as it’s a couple hours away from her alleged home she announced in her
documentary… a small log cabin located at 40 Ourringo Street, Budgewoi NSW.
Alleged birth card from the top of her website

Note: 2 different typewriters are used. One is slightly larger with rounder letters, and the other is smaller
with more squared off letters. This document has been fabricated.

1971 – 1981: Alleges she was sexually abused and trafficked by step-grandfather Peter (Poitre) Holowczak and
Helena Holowczak. She ONLY lived there on some weekends and school holidays. Lived at her mom’s house
over 2 hours away during the week. According to the end of part 2 of the documentary, the first abuse event
happened at 22 months. Aside from abuse by Peter, she also claims to have witnessed a toddler murdered in the
garage at their home at 14 McAlister Ave, Engadine NSW. She stood in the front yard of this home for over 5
minutes in her documentary, describing in great detail, incidents that happened there.
1972 – 1985: Alleges that Leonas Petrauskas’s had a medical clinic, on the corner at 1107 Old Princess
Highway, Engadine NSW, just down from alleged step-grandfather Peter’s home. Claims every person
employed at the clinic were involved in ritual abuse of herself and other children, crimes, murders, and false
medical reports to cover for crimes they committed, throughout the 1970s and 1980s.
1972 – 1985: Alleges Antony Kidman raped her and performed satanic rituals.
1974: Alleges she was raped by Prime Minister Bob Hawke in a zucchini patch, at a bbq, in a suburban
Canberra backyard.
1974 – 1979: Alleges she was subjected to rape, torture, and electrocution by cattle prod type instruments at
Holsworthy Army Base & Lucas Heights nuclear reactor, for the Jason Project, by John Gittinger and Dr.
Antony Kidman, with approval from Australian gov. Note: Gittinger born Nov 1, 1917, died Oct 19, 2003. He
was part of the CIA from 1950 – 1978.
1974 – 1983: Alleges she had a surrogate pedophile mother named Grande Dame Veronica, who was her tutor
and mentor. In 1983, Veronica opted to be sacrificed at a young age, ritually murdered on the altar at St. Mary’s
Cathedral in Sydney City, because she was a victim forced to turned perpetrator. She lived at private living
quarters at Sancta Sophia College at Sydney University. Then Fiona succeeded her as Grande Dame.
1974 – 1984: Alleges she was sexually abused at Dr. Leonas Petrauska’s and the “red-headed woman’s” home
at 117 Fairview Ave., Engadine, NSW. States his home is no longer there, and a new home has been built.
1975: Alleges she began full Military training and MK-Ultra began at Holsworthy Army Base – at age 6. The
same year during which she alleges multiple other events took place, including being raped by Ted Turner at
Disneyland in the U.S.
1975: Alleges at Royal National Park, Sutherland Shire NSW she witnessed tons of children murdered there.
Claims she saw a guy tied to 4 different vehicles, they pulled him apart, and his body exploded. Also alleges
human sacrifices to children, hobos, and people they abducted were murdered and buried there.
1975: Alleges she saw them kidnap a 12 yr old girl named Michelle, with dark hair in a side ponytail, dressed in
a red t-shirt and white shorts from a main road in Engadine. Both victims were murdered. The Engadine
policeman and the GP covered for both deaths. (referencing the boy she saw murdered in 1984). In part two of
her documentary she states, a murder took place at “the Weir” Woronora River by a popular swimming hole in
the 70s. It was a moonlit night when she saw the 12-yr-old abducted on either Heathcoat Rd or something that
looked a lot like it. She was wearing red and white and had long brown hair. She knew them. Fiona says she
was in the back right passenger side of a car and the girl jumped in the back left. They handed her laced candy.
A group of men circled around her in robes and a lot of them were priests from boys town. They hung her to
death, then sodomized her dead body while the men stood around masturbating, and they made Fiona watch all
of this. She was afraid they were going to make her swim in the murky water where she thought they dumped
the girls body, and til this day she won’t swim in water where she can’t see. Her and her family used to go swim
there all the time. She goes on to claim, the girls body was transported to Holsworthy Army Base and they went
through a side gate at Heathcoat road where they met Chan, who seems a lot more powerful than someone who
was just in the reserves. While climbing back up from the river, she stated, “I just remembered, as we were

climbing up the hill, I forgot to tell you about Steven. He raped me right on that ledge.” She claims her alleged
grandfather Peter Holowczak was there too and was one of the ones raping the other girl. While they were doing
all of this, she claims this guy Steven raped her violently and repeatedly. It was an unsanctioned rape, and he
paid for it later on with his life, when she was about 14 (1983). He was tied to the stake and bashed to death at
the dog breeders house. The girl was frozen on a meat hook at Holsworthy.

1975: Alleges Ted Turner, CNN founder, raped her at a Disneyland pedophile party.

1975: Alleges she was at a Luciferian Halloween ritual and someone named Ivan Milat was there, and some kid
was put into a meat grinder at the dog breeder’s property. She then states she was thrown into the pool of mince.
This 2014 article that speaks of Ivan Milat as a serial killer, is likely where this story was derived from:
https://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/true-crime-scene/backpacker-killer-ivan-milat-amp-anatolyonoprienko-among-the-serial-killers-who-did-it-for-thrills/newsstory/25fd09592be0e3b00effcc53189c6185?nk=753adce16ac4b19cbdc184539e0df798-1541403053
This is Fiona’s story and video: http://archive.is/SJsLx
1975 – 1984: Alleges at St John Bosco Catholic Church, on the corner of Waratah Rd & Banksia Ave.,
Engadine, NSW, they performed satanic rituals. She observed many sacrifices. 4-yr old girl named Chloe (in
1983) – green eyes, dark bob haircut – daughter of the “red-headed woman” who was at the cemetery. After her
death, her mother went insane and was bumped off because she became a liability.

Also, during this same time frame, she alleges at Regina Coeli Catholic Church – Bevery Hills, Sutherland
Shire, NSW, she had seen multiple people murdered there during satanic rituals, and claims police officers and
lots of priests attended regional ceremonies.
All allegations and incredibly detailed memories listed above, only take us through age 6. Continue with
the timeline below and evidence that follows.

1977: Alleges she was taken to Waterfall Consumptive Cemetery (Garrawarra). Dr. Leonas Petrauskas was
there. Inside a crypt in the ground there was a decomposed body that they lowered Fiona down into, on top of a
dead body. There were 6 people there, dressed in robes, and chanting. She was naked. It was a rebirth
ceremony. She claims she ran out of oxygen and died, then woke up in the ER of Sutherland Hospital. The redheaded woman lover of Petrauskas was there, and Dr. Petrauskas released her from the hospital. She had a near
death experience and saw light at the end of a tunnel. She painted this tunnel on her bedroom wall at her mom’s
house at 40 Ourringo St., Budgewoi, NSW (parcel: DP758175), which is located 2 hrs and 20 min away from
her alleged grandparent’s house that she went back and forth to every weekend, with no mention of where her
other 6 siblings may have been during this time.
1977: Alleges at Kurnell Beach, NSW, she was taken there by Leonas Petraukas and was told to dig up a body.
Claims she dug up the body of a 5-yr old with blond hair. A prominent pedophile politician was there and was
into necrophilia, and he wanted Petraukas to cover it up for him. It was to traumatize her. She claims she
overheard a discussion between the politician and Petraukas about how they were going to fabricate the death of
the child. Talk of an octopus sting. There was an article/letter written in 1995 that she has a copy of, that had to
do with the death of the stinging of a 5-yr old girl that got poisoned by a cone fish.
1978: Alleges at Caltex Oil Refinery in Kurnell NSW, she was brought there when she was 9 (documentary part
2), with a group of about 10 children. They were placed in front of one of the factory furnace ovens, and one by
one they threw the children in the ovens. They made her think she was going to be next, and she tried to stop
them from killing a good friend of hers that she grew up with. She claims these are kids that were bred in secret
for this purpose. It was to traumatize her.
1978 & 1979-81: Alleges at Sydney University, Great Hall, Camperdown NSW, she witnessed the fileting of a
blond boy about 5 years old. Antony Kidman and 4 other men dressed in multi-colored robes were there. She
tried to stop the ritual when she realized what was going on. They crucified him, fileted his skin, peeled it back,
strung him up over the stage of the Great Hall. Nicole Kidman was sitting down in the front. Fiona ran up and
tried to stop them, and Bruce Spence put his foot on her neck to stop her. A number of university staff were
involved. She was then taken into a room on the upper floor of the chemistry lectures, and they did something to
her there. Then, she was taken into a medical basement and subjected to unethical practices and Hope
Michaelson was there. She allegedly went to school with her later at Bond University. (documentary part 2)
1980: Alleges she witnessed Queen Elizabeth preside over a Luciferian ritual at the main Church of England
Cathedral in Sydney.
1980: Alleges at St James Church, 173 King St, Sydney NSW, there was a row of children will silver cord
wrapped around their necks connecting them. This is all she can remember from this event.
1980s: Alleges she reported some of these crimes to health practitioners, none of whom would come forward to
the police
We have now completed all alleged events through age 11. Continue below.

1981: Claimed in front of reporters in 2015 (documentary part 1), that she witnessed a girl named Samantha,
with down syndrome and wavy long brown hair, be murdered in 1981. Claims the girl was 9-years-old.
1981: Alleges her family moved to northern NSW at age 12, and she occasionally stayed with the Holowczaks
during school holidays.
1983: Alleges at Kurnell Beach, NSW, that a nurse who worked with Leonas was used as a honey trap for a
surfer. She promised him sex. The guy was drugged. She watched him ritually sacrificed to Moloch. Claims
there was a fire ceremony and they burned him alive. States they get local police and Dr.’s like Petrauskas to
cover for them. She wrote to NSW coroner and told them “her researchers” just found out the true identity of
“Dr. Mark” and that every death certificate he ever signed needs to be investigated. They wrote back saying the
coroner has no jurisdiction over these matters unless referred by the Commissioner of Inquiry or the NSW
Police Force. (documentary part 2)
1983: Alleges to have undergone a ritual abortion & Baal baby sacrifice in a tunnel, beneath Engadine Boys’
Town, by Dr. Leonas Petrauskas and his daughter.
1983: Alleges she witnessed the murder of a girl named Chloe, 4-years-old, with brown straight cut hair.
1983: Alleges she finished military training at Dulce Military Base, in the U.S., under Michael Aquino.
1983: Alleges she was made queen bee of the diocese at Regina Coeli Catholic Church – Beverly Hills,
Sutherland Shire, NSW, at age 14 (part 2 of documentary). She has also witnessed Jacki Weaver, John
Williamson, and Kathy Lette at pedophile ritual gatherings in Sydney. Kathy was based at this church.
1984: Alleges she was raped by actor Bruce Spence at Bathurst City Hall when 15, but in the documentary she
stated it was on October 6, 1985, which means she would have been 16.
1984: Alleges she saw the wife of an Engadine police officer lure a 15 year-old boy, with sandy hair, dressed in
a blue billabong t-shirt and board shorts, into a car at Cronulla Beach. The boy was murdered at a property on
the old Illawarra Road near Menai suburb, where Doberman dogs were bred and trained.
OCTOBER 27, 1984: Alleges she was raped by John Bell, in the company of Antony Kidman, on the eve of
her 15th birthday. Antony allegedly tied her to a chair and beat her in front of Nicole Kidman (who smirked), at
the Kidman’s home, located at 16 William Edward St, Longueville NSW (located one hour NE of Engadine).
Yet, part 2 of the documentary states it’s October 27, 1983. She was dropped off by Petrauskas. The backyard
was full of actors, theater people, Bruce Spence, directors, etc. After everyone left the party, she was taken in
the back lounge room and assaulted by Bell and Kidman and then watched them engage in homosexual sex. She
was then taken out to pool and thrown in naked. Kidman got in and held her elbows together, then Bell would
stomp on her head and hold her under the water until she almost drown. She goes on to allege that she woke up
the next day tied to a chair, naked in a basement, and he kept hitting her, while Nicole sneered at Fiona because
she didn’t like her. Mrs. Kidman washed and dried her clothes, she was dressed, and Dr. Mark picked her up.

http://archive.is/Jbec3

OCTOBER 6, 1985: Alleges at Bathurst City Hall, actor Bruce Spence raped her on the alter on the stage.
Then, 10 children were drugged, raped and murdered by being decapitated with a large sword, one at a time,
plus a pregnant woman’s baby was cut from her womb, cut into pieces, and eaten by everyone. A decapitated
head was put in front of Fiona’s face and she was forced to take a bite. Dr. Leonas Petrauskas took Fiona to this
event, which Beazley Senior and Richie Benaud presided over. She claims that former NSW police
commissioner John Avery was there too. They later raped Fiona in front of a large crowd that included
numerous priests and police. She claims that once this was all over, everyone broke into an orgy.
http://archive.is/l8kc4
1985: Claims she began disclosing the abuse to health professionals, but had already stated that she began
doing that when she was 12. In 1985, she was 16 years-old. None of them ever reported any of the allegations to
the police.
Another experience Fiona alleges happened to her, but does not give specific dates:
“I was trafficked to the USA, to Bohemian Grove where I was drugged & raped by the Rev BILLY GRAHAM
– Richard Nixon’s pal, in a pink bubble room. I was also made to dress up like a teddy bear and play hide, seek
& rape. I also witnessed the ritual murder of a person by politicians dressed up in robes. I was taken via Sydney
airport, in a crate like an animal. On the way home I was drugged, raped and beaten at an exclusive, after hours,
pedo gathering at Disneyworld.”

We have now completed her alleged experiences through age 16. We have
already established Fiona Barnett has no relationship to the Holowczaks, and
that Peter and Helena Holowczak lived at 30 McAlister Ave. NOT 14
McAlister Ave. where Fiona claims she spent all of her time with them and was
sex trafficked by them. The evidence, screenshots, and all links follow below,
including the real Fiona family and the real Holowczak family.

APRIL 2, 1991: Alleges that Peter Holowczak (alleged step-grandfather), died in 1991 by hanging. Her
alleged mother Dawn Mitchell also states this in the documentary. This is a newspaper clipping from 1991
indicating that Peter Holowczak, from Engadine (the only Peter Holowczak in that town), died on April 6, 1991
(the exact year they claimed), and was buried at the Woronora Lawn Cemetery. It’s a beautiful cemetery, with a
very informative website, including plot information, maps, and photo galleries of the actual headstones. His
headstone states “Missed by his sons, grandchildren and all who knew him.” Helena’s is much more
informative and specific, as you will find, further down the timeline in 2011.
http://archive.li/GdvtE

1992: Fiona Barnett’s alleged therapist Nerida Saunders, who did an alleged interview with Shane Nagle, to
state that Fiona is totally sane and highly intelligent, started her business in 1992: Brain Mind & Memory
Institute. The staff and background are further down.
MID 1996: Alleges she boarded a London-bound jet with a 2-yr work visa. Doesn’t say what she did or how
long she stayed.
2006 – 2007: Fiona began attending Bond University for postgraduate psychology studies.
2009 – 2010: She again attended Bond University to continue her studies in psychology. Coincidentally,
Nerida Saunders, her alleged therapist who claimed she is sane, was also attending in 2010, taking psychology
related courses for her PhD, as further down.
OCTOBER 18, 2011: Alleged grandmother Helena Holowczak, passed away. NOTE the names on her
headstone: She is mother to John and David. She is grandmother to Daniel, Justin, Claire, Damian and Renee.
Great grandmother to Jackson. She is buried next to her beloved Peter, Fiona’s alleged step-grandfather. Yet,
Helena has absolutely no relation to Fiona or Fiona’s alleged dad, Mitek Frank Holowczak, aka Frank
Holowczak, aka Mitek Rylko. Both, the Holowczak family, who Fiona and gang have destroyed, and Fiona’s
family – aka the Holowczaks aka the Rylkos, are broken down in this document after the timeline concludes.
NONE of Fiona’s family members match Helena’s headstone. Further evidence from the cemetery is
documented as well.
Archive of Helena Holowczak web page at Woronora Memorial Park. Direct link.

Right next to her “Beloved Peter”.

DECEMBER 2012: She allegedly made another attempt to report child abuse to NSW police minister &
commissioner. Requested to be taken to taskforce investigating Engadine BoysTown pedo ring, which they had
recently formed a taskforce on and had already convicted, including former priests dorm master Paul Evans
back in 2007.

MAY 1, 2013: Fiona and her alleged daughters Kasia and Shopie joined a membership to the Spotlight
Theatrical Company, who’s newsletter updates them for auditions. Theater located at 185-187 Ashmore Road
Benowa, PO Box 8074 GC Mail Centre Q 9726.

MAY 6, 2013: 14 McAlister Ave., Engadine NSW (alleged grandparents home) was sold. It was only on the
market for 5 days. The financials/closing took place on June 13, 2013. In July of 2015, Fiona filmed in front of
14 McAlister Ave. as being Peter and Helena Holowczak’s home. In 2017 the home was torn down and a new
home was built. Yet, this home was NOT the Holowczak home at all, as seen above in this document. They in
fact lived at 30 McAlister Ave.
MAY 2013: Fiona began dropping her story on David Icke’s forum under the name Kate Gardiner.
Alleges she first came out in 2008 because she felt safe AFTER reading newspaper articles about Tor Neilsen,
since other claims were being investigated pertaining to Saint Stanislaus College in Bathurst NSW. She states
she felt safe, yet on David Icke’s forum, she stated the exact opposite: “unbeknownst to me”. She began her
stories under the name “Kate Gardiner”, and later changed it to Fiona Barnett. She also stated in an
archived “About” page, that is no longer accessible on her website, that her husband is related to the Gardiner
bloodline. In Icke’s forum, she links her pedophiles down under site upon it’s conception, stating that she wrote
all about the Gardiner illuminati bloodline.

Fiona’s Article on Independent Australia (a left-wing news source who vouches for Fiona’s authenticity).
Notice she states in her article “I felt that it would now be safe to report my experiences.” So she only reported
them AFTER Tor Nielsen did, because it made her feel safe. Yet, in her post on Icke’s forum, she claims,
“unbeknownst to me, fellow victim Tor Neilsen reported similar Bathurst crimes.” So which is it?

David Icke forum: http://archive.is/KkoFE

It’s interesting that she mentions the importance of IQ testing to the illuminati, being as herself, her
alleged husband, and her alleged psychologist all push and enforce how highly intelligent Fiona is. Her
alleged psychologist, Nerida Saunders (much on her below), goes so far as to state this:
“Fiona possesses a robust cognitive profile that is highly adaptive. Her cognition was assessed utilising the
IntegNeuro and elevated scores were seen across the spectrum. To further support this she has a fast alpha peak
of 11hz as noted in her QEEG indicating high intelligence.”
In this segment from the same Icke forum post, she claims her high school friend found a former St.
Stanislaus student dead.

MAY 2013: She allegedly met with a male journalist who wanted to report her story.
2013: She reported Bond University to the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual
Abuse. She had attended the university in 2006-2007 and 2009-2010, and claimed her teachers were sexually
abusive toward her. This is her exact quote: “During my studies, I was sexually harassed by a Bond University
staff member. My experience of sexual harassment occurred in response to the disclosure of my child sexual
abuse. The same lecturer tricked me into sleeping in her bed at a student party, described my breasts as
“magnificent”, before grabbing one and massaging it in a sexual manner.”
She also describes herself as highly intelligent, while her husband describes her as being able to spot liars and
manipulators, and her alleged psychologist states the following in her “certified sane” interview on Fiona’s
website:
“Fiona is also highly intelligent and has insights that are far beyond those of the average citizen. Her ability to
think issues and events through and make sense of the bigger picture and where people are coming from is
uncanny.”
In 2006, Fiona was allegedly 37-years-old, attending a “student party” where she slept over, and allegedly was
duped by a lecturer from Bond University who “tricked her” into sleeping in her bed. Chew on that.
In addition to this, Fiona makes this claim on her site: “I have had court training and experience as a forensic
psychology student and as a parole officer in two states.”

JUNE 25, 2013 Fiona injected herself into a real case, and reported on a teacher, Gary Willis, about an 18-year
spree he had at 3 different schools, pertaining to sexual abuse of children. In her article, she continuously refers
to a Dawn Mitchell as a “woman” who was trying to help other moms with this case, but she never states that
Dawn Mitchell is in fact her mother. She also states that her younger sister (Emma) attended Centaur Primary
School in Banora Point, they grew up in Terranora, and her sister almost became one of his victims. Fiona
shares this story on Independent Australia, while Sue Gardiner at Tweed Daily News who has co-authored
articles with Alina Rylko, aka Alina Arylko, aka Alina Derevyanko, told her story three days later. One month
later, Tweed Daily News followed up with yet another report. All of this, setting the groundwork to paint her as
an advocate for children, for the upcoming documentary. FYI – Alina Rylko is a key actor in this story. Lots on
her below.
Sue sometimes co-author’s articles with Alina Rylko, aka Alina Arylko. Note authors listed below. Both Sue
and Alina wrote for the Northern Star, The Chronicle, and Tweed Daily News. Alina had additional writings
and MSM connections as well.

JUNE 26, 2013: She reported Bathurst City Hall claims from 1985 to the Royal Commission into Institutional
Responses to Child Abuse, at 3pm at an inner city hotel, but was told it was too late. She asked what could be
done to aid her claim for “compensation” through NSW Victims Services, but wasn’t contacted. Allegedly.
OCTOBER 4, 2013: Fiona’s alleged sister Emma Rylko appears in the Queensland Times, by author Alina
Arlyko, aka Alina Rylko, aka Alina Derevyanko. Notice the date is AFTER May 2013 when Fiona came out
with her story. More importantly, pay very close attention to the articles that continue to roll out by Alina as we
continue through this timeline. Detailed information about Alina and her connections are further down.

2013 – 2015: Fiona wrote several articles that were published in the Independent Australia (owned by David
Donovan). A left-wing paper which includes writings from Open Democracy. More on this further down.
JANUARY 2014: Fiona moved into 26 Laura Street in Banora Point. This was made clear when interviewed
by a local news source about the street needing a traffic island. (This info is below.) The Barnett family was
covered quite a bit by local news sources they were affiliated with, one in particular…not too much to tip things
off, but just enough to create a family dynamic in the community for researchers to be duped. One story to
establish the husband and one daughter, another story to establish the mother, one story to establish both
daughters together, another story to establish the “couple”, two stories to establish the “psychologist”, one story
to establish her father, another to establish her sister Emma, and finally…. Several stories to establish her child
sexual and ritual abuse allegations. All of these articles were published AFTER Fiona began dumping her story
across multiple social media platforms. There are no articles on these alleged family members prior to May
2013.
JANUARY 6, 2014: Alina Rylko, aka Alina Arylko, aka Alina Derevyanko wrote an article about Fiona’s
alleged daughters Kasia and Sophie. Note: Alina used Rylko as opposed to Arylko as the author, but didn’t post
her photo on this one.

APRIL 8, 2014: Alina Arylko, aka Alina Rylko, aka Alina Derevyanko wrote an article about Fiona’s alleged
mother, Dawn Mitchell and her 4-year-old granddaughter Rebekah Rylko.

MAY 9, 2014: She changed her father’s real name to Mitek Rylko, from Frank Holowczak, aka Mitek Frank
Holowczak and created a story around it.
JULY 26, 2014: The only other time you will see Jon Barnett, aside from the documentary itself, is in this
article published in Tweed Daily News, a news source that Alina Rylko writes for. Notice the intentional
misspelling of “Jon” and “John Barnett” within the same article. This is done intentionally, as you will soon
discover. Again, this is published AFTER Fiona came out with her story.

MARCH 23, 2015: Alina Arylko, aka Alina Rylko, aka Alina Derevyanko wrote a very interesting article
about Fiona’s alleged psychologist ,who “certified her sane”, Nerida Saunders and Yury Kropotov of Russia in
regards to their futuristic Russian technology to do with the brain. Much more detail about Nerida further down.

JULY, 2015: The documentary has time stamps of when they interviewed some of the people. July 14 is when
Fiona was standing in front of her alleged grandparents’ home talking about the abuse. This was all being done
in July, PRIOR to her going on camera with reporters in October. They then added that clip into the beginning
of the documentary before publishing it. This was all very orchestrated. Shane Nagle filmed the documentary,
as Fiona calls out his name at 13:50 in part 1.
OCTOBER 23, 2015: Speaking outside the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual
Abuse, Fiona Barnett called on the authorities to investigate the alleged ring, which she believes is still
operating. Her sidekick, Nicky Davis who used to work for SNAP (survivors network of those abused by
priests), and left SNAP to work with Fiona, was by her side. http://archive.is/7WDnE http://archive.is/D6PGE
One news network was completely stunned by how many other news networks picked this up and reported on it
without doing the research. The screenshots from this article are being posted here to show all of these media
sources. Once you read further down you will understand why. Fiona Barnett has BIG media connections.

OCTOBER 26, 2015: Article by Alina Rylko, but she lists the author as “by Arylko and Alina Rylko” as
though they are two different people. They are not. They are one in the same. She is covering Fiona’s story.
NOTICE she refers to Fiona as Ms. Barnett, as though she is no longer married. In fact, multiple news sources
above also refer to her as Ms. And why wasn’t her alleged husband standing by her side to support her while
she had to face a dozen reporters? Very odd. Curious, as Fiona talks about her alleged husband as though he is
still in the picture and they live together. Where/who is Jon Barnett?

NOVEMBER 11, 2015: Alina Arylko, aka Alina Rylko, aka Alina Derevyanko, wrote an article in Tweed
Daily News on Fiona’s alleged father Frank Holowczak, aka Mitek Frank Holowczak, and in this
particular article: aka Frank Meczyslaw. Again, it is published after she came out with her story. There
would appear to be no articles on him prior to that date. Also notice she not only changed his entire last name in
the photo versus in the article, but also changed the spelling of her own last name in the photo versus the author.
And finally, you will see later in this document, that the man in this photo/article is the same man in a photo
with Fiona’s alleged daughter Kasia and alleged sister Emma, posted for verification purposes.

OCTOBER 2016: Fiona allegedly presented at a Trauma and Dissociation conference in Seattle, USA
JUNE 28, 2017: Fiona sold her house at 26 Laura Street, Banora Point, NSW 2486 for $800,000 AUD (roughly
$592,000 US). 5 bedroom, 2 bath, 2 car garage. That is a very expensive home for someone claiming
REPEATEDLY to be flat broke. She now lives in Gold Coast, according to Kappy on his recent 1-month+ visit,
as he stated on their periscope in October, 2018, and it is also documented on her alleged daughter Kasia’s
facebook profile.
Be sure to click on all 26 images of this property.
Article by Alina Arylko, aka Alina Rylko, aka Alina Derevyanko (Getting the picture? It will be explained
below).
24 Laura Street sold in 2013. Fiona lived there in 2014, according to this article. She then sold the home in
2017, therefore lived there from 2014–2017. There is concrete evidence of this below.
Sold in December 2013.

Article by Alina Arylko, aka Alina Rylko, aka Alina Derevyanko, from February 2014, just 2 months after the
home sold. Notice Barnette is spelled with an “e” at the end. You will learn throughout this document that
misspellings of names are VERY intentional by this group. This establishes Fiona lived at this house in 2014. Is
it 100% conclusive? YES. Keep reading.

Just 3 days prior to this article publishing, another article was published about a shooting by Laura Street, where
they interviewed Ms. Barnett. Again, they refer to her as Ms. Strange, being as Jon was allegedly interviewed in
that article. Both of these articles confirm Fiona Barnett lived on Laura Street. Continue on to see confirmation
of the exact home she lived in, worth a lot of money.

It’s quite a luxurious home, and even has a swimming pool and hot tub.

Let’s turn our focus to a few key items that were in the home when it sold in 2017:
First item: Paintings of rocks on the wall in the family room. Study them closely.

Now flip them sideways. These are Kasia Barnett’s paintings.

https://www.instagram. com/kasiabarnett/tagged/

Next Item: The beautiful piano in the corner

Now let’s observe the piano behind Kappy who was playing a happy birthday song to Fiona in October of
2018, at her new house in Gold Coast. Same piano.

They now live in Gold Coast, after selling their home at 24 Laura Street for $800,000 AUD.

Here are some facts about Gold Coast: http://archive.is/8jDQS

Whereas Fiona can be quoted in countless tweets, periscopes, and interviews,
stating she is flat broke and people that ask for money are Luciferian CIA shills, she
simultaneously and repeatedly continues to request people to send money to Vegan
Mikey. On the October 30, 2018 periscope Fiona and Kappy did, together in
Australia, at 5:50 in on the periscope, Fiona states: “If you don’t support Vegan
Mikey, go fuck yourself. He’s broke and starving.”
AUGUST 8, 2017: Alina Arylko, aka Alina Rylko, aka Alina Derevyanko also wrote an article about Fiona’s
alleged psychologist Nerida Saunders. She seems to know the whole gang connected with Fiona.

Who are the alleged Fiona Barnett family members?
She claims to have divorced parents, a husband, 2 daughters, and 6 siblings. She claims their last name was
Holowczak, and was changed to Rylko when she was 15-years-old because they discovered her alleged
grandfather was not her grandfather by blood, and that their real grandfather’s last name is Rylko, and he lived
in Poland. She claims her father Frank Holowczak, aka Mitek Frank Holowczak, aka Mitek Rylko’s parents are
Peter and Helena Holowczak. Note that the only family members on film in her documentary are her daughter
Kasia, her alleged husband Jon, and her alleged mother Dawn Mitchell. There is a photo of her alleged father
and alleged sister Emma. Below are all of the ALLEGED family members. But before getting to them, we will
begin with Alina Rylko (extended family), since she has played such an integral part in pushing these stories.
This way you can see how they all tie together.

Meet Alina Rylko, aka Alina Arylko, aka Alina Derevyanko.
Have we established the pattern of Alina yet? She has covered the entire Fiona family, her sister, and her
psychologist, all AFTER Fiona came out with her story in 2013. Anyone researching the names will likely
come across one of the family members and determine they are legit and live in this community, therefore, the
entire documentary must be real. See how that works?
Alina is a journalist with strong MSM connections, who wrote and published nearly every story on Fiona and
her extended family. IF in fact they are legitimately a family, and their real name is Rylko (we know it was
never Holowczak), that would make Alina Derevyanko from Moscow Russia, Fiona’s sister-in-law who
married one of Fiona’s brothers. As you will see in the following images/links, she resides in Australia where
other family members of the Derevyankos reside as well. She is also friends with some of the Fiona family
“Rylkos” on social media. This is a close-knit group.
Alina worked for APN from 2013 until more recently, and as of September 2018, she moved into a position as
media advisor at Attwood Marshall Lawyers, where she intends to finish practical legal training by March 2019.
APN News & Media is big news source with many outlets. On April 27, 2013 their Australian division replaced
their CEO with Neil Monaghan who maintained the position until January 2017. Prior to 2013, there are a
handful of articles you can find from her on her own blog, Brisbane Times, and The Daily Telegraph, all from
2012. Here is a travel piece Alina wrote about Russia in 2017 for Sunshine Coast Daily as well.

Look closely at the award. She uses her Moscow name Derevyanko on facebook and LinkedIn, however,
on other social media sites, she uses Rylko, and as an author she uses both Rylko and Arylko.
Coincidentally, Rylko is the same last name Fiona claims is her family’s true last name, to where they
changed ALL of their birth certificates to Rylko from Holowczak.

Alina would appear to have two family members from Moscow, also living in Australia, based on her social
media connections. According to this article in Australian Property Investor, Sergey Derevyanko is Alina’s
father. Sergey is a software engineer for google as of April 2018. He has been in the software engineer field,
working for various companies in Sydney since 1996. He graduated from Moscow State Institute of Radio
Engineering, Electronics Automation and Technology with a master’s degree.

They are listed a ways down in the article, listed as “Case Study #1”.

There is also an Andrey Derevyanko, in which they are all connected via facebook and LinkedIn. Andrey is also
from Moscow and lives and works in Sydney as a business development manager in the technology industry.
He also worked for google from 2012-2013, as well as several other companies.

Here’s where it gets really interesting. Alina Derevyanko, aka Alina Rylko, aka Alina Arylko, is
friends with Irena Derevianko on facebook. Notice the one letter “i” spelling change. Irena is
also from Moscow, Russia, living in Sydney, and is also friends with Sergey and Andrey
Derevyanko. She is also friends with Elena Rodionovskaya, which is Alina’s contact in Russia
per her own words on her blog post. Guess who else she is friends with? FIONA BARNETT
and Theresa Rylko. We will get to Theresa further down. Fiona is also friends with Sergey and
Andrey Derevanyanko.

Mom: Dawn Mitchell. Alina’s relatives Sergey & Andrey, plus Irena.

Kassia Barnett, Fiona’s alleged daughter, is friends with Alina on Instagram, where Alina goes
by the last name “Rylko” and keeps her page set to private.

Emma Rylko who goes by the name the_amacorn on Instagram, and is Fiona’s alleged sister, is
also friends with Alina Rylko, aka Alina Arylko, aka Alina Derevyanko.

Emma Rylko is friends with Theresa Rylko on facebook. The same Theresa Rylko that Alina
and others are friends with as well.

Theresa Rylko is friends with both Fiona Barnett and Alina Rylko on twitter. They all mix and
match which social media sites they will connect through. She connects with her alleged
daughter Kasia on facebook, but Kasia uses the name Kasia Rae rather than Barnett. Fiona only
appears to directly connect with Kasia and Theresa, but no other siblings.

Emma Rylko (Em Rylko), Kasia Rae (Kasia Barnett), and Alina Derevyanko, aka Alina Rylko,
aka Alina Arylko are all friends on facebook as well.

Theresa is married to Joseph Rylko, Fiona’s alleged brother. Dawn Mitchell, as seen in Fiona’s
documentary, and Alina’s article, is Fiona’s alleged mother. Dawn is on facebook, but does not
display her photo. Here you will see some of her alleged children: Fiona Barnett, Em Rylko,
Dale Rylko, alleged granddaughter Kasia Rae (aka Kasia Barnett), and alleged daughter-in-law
Theresa Rylko.

Fiona Barnett claims she has 6 siblings that all changed their last names on their birth
certificates to Rylko from Holowczak. She began as Kate Gardiner, changed it to Fiona Barnett
with the entire story based around the Holowczaks, then created an About page stating her six
siblings changed their birth certificates to Rylko when she was 15-years-old. That “about page”
was removed from her site but exists under a different url if one is savvy enough to find it still
floating in search engines. It’s been archived here. Her new “about page” doesn’t mention any
of this, and is a simple “Welcome” paragraph.
This is the top portion of the old “about” page. Also note, she states that Jon is a blood relative
to Toni Gardiner. Interesting choice of names, being as she began her story as “Kate Gardiner.”

Meet the alleged Fiona Barnett extended family:

Now is it making sense as to why Alina authored so many articles on the “Fiona family unit”, since Fiona hit
social media with her story back in 2013, and then covered Fiona’s story when she came out on the news in
2015? Alina’s career in writing began with copy writing in 2012, and by July 2013, just 2 months after Fiona hit
social media, Alina began working for Nine News… the same station they listed on her documentary.

Some Key Factors About Alina:
• She’s been working with MSM since April 2013
• May 2013 is when Fiona first came out with her story
• She also worked a short stint at Nine News in July, 2013. Look at the text on the documentary clip below.
• She is the author of nearly every story told about Fiona and her alleged family members, as well as her alleged
psychologist, in various news sources. Where she wasn’t the author, she was affiliated with those news sources.
Guess who else has MSM connections? Fiona’s alleged psychologist’s husband, as seen further down.
NOTE: Aside from her alleged husband, children, and mother, it does not appear that the alleged siblings have
been involved in a public manner with this operation, and may or may not be involved behind the scenes.
Additional Actors:
Child victims advocate who left her work with SNAP to work with Fiona in getting her story out: Nicky Davis
Documentary producer: Shane Nagle
Publisher: Steve McMurray
Fiona also talks about her “research team” but never states their names
Psychologist that allegedly treated Fiona: Nerida Saunders (despite Fiona’s October 30, 2018 Halloween
periscope rant, where she states she has been seeing a male psychologist for 30 years.)
Alleged friend in documentary: Cate Brown
Alleged friend in documentary: Elleanor Gillard

So who are the real Holowczaks that are listed on the headstone as the REAL sons,
grandchildren and even great-grandchildren – none of whom are the names from Fiona’s
alleged family.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT harass this family. Their parents/grandparents were hijacked by this
operation, after they had died, to create the most horrific tales of them being child traffickers!
The documentary didn’t even get the house address right. They couldn’t, because it had been
torn down, so they picked a house down the street and Fiona described in great detail as to
numerous events that took place in the house, garage, chook pen, and even the dog in the front
yard and the fact that the same gate was still there. She even pointed out where they found her
alleged grandfather Peter Holowczak hanging, and the garage in which she witnessed a child
murdered. Indeed, she remembered all of this detail at 14 McAlister Avenue, 8 houses down
from where the Holowczaks really lived.

These are the REAL Holowczaks:
Notice the names in bold ALL match the headstone. A couple of them have altered their last
name slightly, most likely due to being harassed. They are all interconnected on facebook.

Daniel
Damian
Claire
Renee
Justin

Who is Nerida Saunders, Fiona’s alleged psychologist that did an interview with Shane
Nagle on February 2, 2015, for Fiona to boast on her website, to prove she is “sane”?
Article published in Tweed Daily News by Alina Rylko regarding Nerida Saunders, Harvard
University, and Russian scientists.

I know what you are thinking. Oh my gosh… Fiona was MK-Ultra’d! NO, she wasn’t. She was
trained in psychological warfare, manipulation tactics, increasing memory of manufactured
details, acting, and how to be a professional liar. Study her for 30 minutes, and you will see this.
Let’s begin with her interview statements. Why would a psychologist put forth so much effort
to establish how intelligent and nearly stealth-like her client is? Why would Fiona’s alleged
husband do the same? Why does Fiona state this repeatedly in the form of someone else telling
her this about herself? Why is IQ so important to the illuminati, as Fiona likes to say. They want
you to believe they can outsmart, outwit, and outthink you.
They don’t want you to question Fiona, doubt her, or disbelieve. They want you to be
intimidated, in fear of asking a question, and shameful if you do since she is a “victim.” They
are trying to build an army of “do as I say” and “do as I do” individuals to fight their battles so
they can conquer all victims and divide all advocates fighting for children. This is why, when
she is questioned, she calls them out as a Luciferian shill. That calling code, brings out their
personal team of trolls to hammer you, in addition to the army they’ve been building of people
they have duped. If one persists with a line of questioning, and all of her manipulation tactics

have failed, she will block a person. Keeping all of this in mind, now read the interview by
Fiona’s alleged psychologist. You can read the archived link here, or review the screenshots
below.

Nerida’s timeline, based on her LinkedIn page:
1972 – 1976: BA in Psychology at University of New England
1977 – 1979: She appears to have vanished for a couple years
1980 – 1984: Nisca – exporting handmade artifacts from Peru to Australia
1985 – 1988: She appears to have vanished again (this overlaps with Sean Kelly’s lapse from 87-89 on his
LinkedIn. See further down.)
1989 – 1994: Dept of Education & Training Queensland – School Counselor
1992 – Present: Brain Mind & Memory Institute (previously called Solstice Mind Maters)
1995 – 1997: Southern Cross University – Master of Philosophy
2008 – Present: Brain Mind & Memory Centre
2010 – 2012: Bond University – Doctor of Philosophy (Same time Fiona was there in 2010)

Below is Nerida’s bio, as seen on her Brain Mind & Memory Centre website, formerly known as Solstice Mind
Matters. She is also signed on with Pearson Cogmed working with memory training since 2008.

At the bottom of her website, there is a brain diagnostics shop, which offers training from the Brain Mind &
Memory Institute (this is a separate company of hers from Brain Mind & Memory Centre). Brain Diagnostics is
a division of the Brain Mind and Memory Institute, Australia’s exclusive distributor for Mitsar amplifiers and
software. Though the website is different from the Brain Mind & Memory Centre, both companies were
founded by Nerida and both utilize the same logo.
In addition to her Brain Mind & Memory Centre, and Brain Mind & Memory Institute, she also hosts a website
where she sells tDCS brain-related kits and offers training.

The Brain Mind & Memory Centre also links to Mind Training which is a company based in Ireland, founded
by Sean M. Kelly.
Sean has delivered training to many businesses including – The Royal Bank of Canada (RBC), the European
Investment Fund (EIF), fast Training, Siemens, Clearstream – Deutsch Borse Group, Microsoft, Bank of
Ireland, Allied Irish Bank, Irish Life, Fidelity Ireland, the Irish Management Institute, Motiv8 Performance
Excellence and others.
According to Sean’s LinkedIn, he indicates a lapse in his resume from 1986-1989, which overlaps with Nerida’s
timeline lapse of 1985-1988.

As seen below, she has/had a Brain Resource Company laboratory installed at Solstice Mind Matters (aka Brain
Mind & Memory Centre) at her Tweed Heads location, which is presumably the location Fiona would have
allegedly visited with her, being as Fiona lived close by.

She also founded the Brain Mind & Memory Institute, which for some reason, she doesn’t link the Centre and
Institute websites. One of the three professors working with the institute is Juri D. Kropotov, from Russia,
winning the USSR state prize, which is the country’s highest scientific award. What’s curious, is that they spell
his name 3 different ways on his bio page: Yury, Jury, and Juri. Why is that? He has an extensive 43-year
background in brain science, working in St. Petersburg, Russia, Norway, and Poland.

Alina Derevyanko, aka Alina Arylko, aka Alina Rylko is from Moscow, and wrote an article about St.
Petersburg, as seen above under the section covering Alina. She also recently traveled to Norway. Could just be
a coincidence. Just pointing out facts.

Professor Philip Morris, one of the three professors at the Brain Mind & Memory Institute, taught at Bond
University during the time Fiona and Nerida went there in 2010, it would appear, based on his own article
written in November 2011.

The Brain Mind & Memory Institute networks with 4 companies:
Mistar, Pinniger Clinic, HBimed, and Brain Resource.
PINNIGER CLINIC
http://www.pinnigerclinic.com/
• Dr. Philip Morris works there as well as being on the board of the Brain Mind & Memory Institute
Mitsar Co. Ltd (Germany & Russia)
http://www.mitsar-medical.com/
• Brain diagnostics tools
HBimed (Swiss)
http://www.hbimed.com
• HBimed’s database is the only software on the market that contain QEEG (spectral data) and also ERP
(evoked potential data) with very high signal-to-noise ratio resulting in unparalleled statistical significance.
Brain Resource (this is a BIG one located in both AU and US) READ ALL OF THIS.
LinkedIn Page
Registration and ABN
Brain Resource Staff:
• Brain Resource was founded by Dr. Evian Gordon, MD PhD in 2000 in Sydney, Australia

• Opened headquarters in San Francisco in 2011 located at 268 Bush St., #2633, San Francisco, CA: The move
to the U.S. was accompanied by a $10 million investment from Och-Ziff Capital Management Group, one of the
world’s largest institutional asset management firms with $29.9 billion under management. Other investors
include Blue Square Capital Management, LLC.
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20110922006514/en/Brain-Resource-Opens-U.S.-HeadquartersSan-Francisco
• Och Ziff (the $10m investor): In 2016 OZ entered into settlement agreements with the US Sec and DOJ
ending a 5-yr investigation into violations of the federal corrupt practices act. $413m fine. African subsidiary of
the firm plead guilty to one count of conspiracy.
• Och Ziff (the $10m investor): Jan, 2018 Michael Cohen, former head of OZ European operations was charged
with fraud relating to activities of the company in Africa. 10 counts of fraud and conspiracy. Sec sued Cohen
relating to OZ bribery scheme in the democratic republic of congo, chad and Libya, to win business for the
company.
• $60m invested to build and validate digital tools to assess, monitor, screen & train the brain at the capacity
markers level
• World’s largest standardized neuroscientific database – more than 600,000 people have registered
• Emil Vasilev – one of the 7 main staff there used to work at Barclays Capital as an investment banker
• 4 of the staff used to work at Monster
Brain Resources Board of Directors (Investors):
• Ajay Arora (non-executive director on the board) is currently the director of product innovation at Netflix.
Used to be VP, product management at Imgur and for Audible, Inc. an Amazon company.
• Dr. Stephen Koslow BS, PhD (non-executive director): Inaugural Director of Clinical and Basic Neuroscience
Research at the National Institute of Mental Health, NIH, building an outstanding multi million dollar research
program including initiating the multi-Agency Human Brain Project (Extended by President Obama) and the
global Neuroinformatics program.
Subsidiaries:
MyBrainSolutions, Inc. – headquartered in San Francisco, founded in 2000 by Dr. Evian Gordon
Brain Resource, Inc.
BrainNet – 501(c)(3) not-for-profit foundation – grants free access to the world’s largest brain database to more
than 350 academic researchers worldwide.
Other Tools of Theirs:
WebNeuro – web-based probably under Brain Resource
Treatment Prediction Research: International study to predict optimized treatment (iSPOT) – largest
personalized medicine study in mental health, to predict, based on genetics or brain biomarkers, which patients
may respond positively to most commonly used medications for depression and ADHD.
They created MyBrainSolutions (subsidiary) and have been commended by many for it, such as Boeing.
Used by more than 40 brand name corporations and over 100 clinics, it includes a scientificallyvalidated assessment and evidence-based brain health apps built from the world’s first and largest integrative
international brain database. This site is the first of its kind to bring together an assessment, stress reduction and
resilience tools, and mindfulness meditation in one singular, elegant experience.

Dr. Evian Gordon, CEO of MyBrainSolutions, accepted an award in person last month at the Washington State
Convention Center in Seattle, Washington, at the Supplier of the Year event reception.
MyBrainSolutions is an online integrated self-empowerment platform to assess the brain and provide engaging
digital health tools that improve brain health. The platform reduces stress and improves cognitive and emotional
functions for employees using scalable, confidential and cost-effective methods. Over 30 apps are available that
focus on increasing positivity, self-regulation, processing time, memory, focus and reducing negativity biases
and destructive thoughts. MyBrainSolutions, Inc. is a subsidiary of Brain Resource Limited [ASX: BRC, OTC:
BRRZY]
Brain Resource Limited – 2017 Annual Report

Going back to the Brain Mind & Memory Centre for a moment, founded by Nerida Saunders, who is the
clinical director - the managing director is Dr. Rustam Yumash, who is also from Russia. Perhaps Russia leads
in the industry when it comes to brain science?

Nerida has two facebook pages. She maintains one without a photo where she connects to her friends and
associates, while the other page does display a photo and she connects with other associates. She befriended
herself within the accounts.

She is friends with a several brain related physicians and scientists, which makes sense for her line of work. She
only has a total of 34 friends under her account she appears to use for business associates. Under her other
account, where she doesn’t show a profile photo, she has some of the same business associates, as well as

family members and friends, with a total of 116 friends. Below we have Evian Gordon, founder of Brain
Resource, and Alexander Grushvitskiy, CEO of Mitsar in St. Petersburg, Russia.

Here is Juri D. Dropotov, aka Yury Kropotov, aka Jury Kropotov (aka’s based on bio on their website above).

She is also friends with Felipe Fregni, an associate professor at Harvard Medical School and Director of
Spaulding Neuromodulation Center.

Nerida Saunders’ husband is Richard Saunders. Richard works at International Film College.

Richard is well connected with the MSM as well (not just Alina). One would imagine, he likely has skills
with producing documentaries too.

A post he made on facebook pertaining to the media reform package, as shown in the above post, he
posted this below as well.

One example of an MSM friend is Michael Barnett, the cameraman for ABC Australia.

http://archive.li/0gmSx

DISCREPENCIES & TACTICS:
EXAMPLE:
How is it that her siblings were instructed to call Dr. Leonas Petraukas “Dr. Mark”, the alleged owner of a clinic
filled with staff that trafficked and abused children, as well as committed murder, in addition to him performing
a ritual abortion on her? Is she claiming they were abused as well? Did they all pile in the car each weekend,
from her mom’s house 2 hours away, to visit the alleged grandparents who child trafficked them, and mom
continued to drive them back month after month, year after year?

In the same article, she references the real estate link to Antony Kidman’s home, which allowed her to
recognize the rooms in which she was allegedly abused.

Same article: Here she states her researchers tracked down the woman who assisted Dr. Mark in her abortion,
only she previously said that Dr. Mark’s daughter is the one who helped him. So if this were the same woman,
she is claiming Dr. Mark’s daughter is the one who also lured the surfer they burned at the stake on Kurnell
beach. How is this possible? She claimed in part 2 of her documentary that the woman who lured the surfer in
1977 was Dr. Mark’s nurse.

Same article: She claims it was an independent documentary team that was researching her experiences and
quickly found ample evidence. Later in the article she refers to them as “HER researcher” and “MY
documentary producer” and “MY documentary makers.” So which was it?

NEXT EXAMPLE:
In this post she made on David Icke’s forum, going under the name Kate Gardiner, she states that Melbourne
QC ripped her off, costing her $50k.
http://archive.is/KkoFE

Yet, here she states it was less than $35k. That’s a big discrepancy.
http://archive.is/Ls3tt

NEXT EXAMPLE:
How was she possibly tricked in her late 30’s after all she’d been through, and with how “intelligent and
insightful” she and so many others claim her to be?
http://archive.is/KkoFE

http://archive.li/6dz8w

All the while, her alleged psychologist makes this very clear:
http://archive.is/ZBaRa

NEXT EXAMPLE:
This is a drawing Fiona allegedly produced and then posted to her website. She is pointing out how “high IQ’s”
are a big thing with the illuminati. Yet, on her old (archived) about page that no longer exists, she again makes
it a point to show just how highly intelligent she is. This is a pattern throughout all of her platforms, and by all
of those involved with pushing her narrative…. to impress upon the people just how intelligent and far beyond
the average human being, she truly is.

NEXT EXAMPLE:
John Holowczak worked at the Wollongong Council, and is likely the man she is referring to as having
“viciously defamed her in an email and voice message”, which is likely why she won’t mention his name or
show that email. She used the response of another councilor and spun it to work to her advantage in order to
continue carrying out her narrative. Even if this wasn’t John, who coincidentally worked there, the fact of the
matter is, she won’t show the proof of the person who defamed her, only a response from someone else who is
telling her it is a private matter between them, and he clearly doesn’t wish to get involved. So no one really
knows what this was about at all. She simply built a story around it. She took this email from a government
office in order to utilize it as “evidence” – a deceptive manipulation tactic. One she uses often. People get
caught up in her narratives, while overlooking the details, which always lack the proof. She provides
“snippets”… just enough to twist a story of emotion to dupe people. Classic manipulation tactics.

NEXT EXAMPLE:
At one point Fiona displayed all of victim Gordon Leslie Meyers info on her website, and documents on
facebook. He requested they be removed. She later removed the article from her website, stating “This article
has been removed at the victims request. It was originally published at the victims request.” There are disputes
over this, but we won’t get into that. The point is, she STILL has these documents on her facebook, and did not
remove them. These are personal documents of a victim who requested she remove them.

An example of one of the pages STILL in her photos, linked above in archived format.

HOW IT WORKS
If you review all of her articles, you will see that she uses other people’s stories
throughout, so as to bring about emotion, and bolster her own story. Once she has
invoked the necessary emotions, she then delivers tidbits of her own victimhood, with an
occasional document to show she filed a complaint about said experience. This is her way
of providing “evidence”, only it’s not actual evidence. She twists narratives, and leaves
out actual proof, while stating that what she is posting is some element of proof. READ
BETWEEN THE LINES. Not only has she (they) exposed victims, pushing them back
into hiding, but they go after journalists and advocators fighting against child trafficking.
They have hacked accounts, posted misleading information, and built stories around
fabrications. They manufacture psychological warfare, while preying on emotions, and
spinning 10% of truth into a shit storm. LEARN THEIR PLAYBOOK. YOU SHOULD
KNOW IT BY NOW. These are deep state tactics that have been used for decades.
They then take to social media and advocate against child trafficking, publishing stories
in the news, as though they are raising awareness. Technically, in some cases they are,
but unfortunately, those moments of truth are few and far between. It’s intentionally
designed this way, to earn your trust, so you believe every word she states. If she tells
you not to believe a victim, you don’t. If she tells you not to believe a journalist, you
don’t. If she tells you not to believe an advocator fighting for children, you don’t. If she
tells you to attack those “shills”, you do. They have been building an army of “do as I
say” and “do as I do” for a very long time now. The goal: create cognitive dissonance so
people don’t know what’s truth or not, who to believe or not, who to trust, all while
creating division, chaos, and attacks on both victims and those truly trying to help
victims. These likely are not their only goals.
Once she got her story out, and her MSM connections pushed it to go viral, she then
shifted to covering other victims stories, exposing victims that didn’t wish to be exposed,
and spends the majority of her time attacking those fighting for children.
They have used a dead couple to manufacture a line of stories that span 16 years of her
childhood. They relived the scene in her documentary, in front of a house that is 8 houses
away from where the Holowczaks actually lived. They fabricated her birth card to include
the name Holowczak. They have lied about her finances, while she lived in an $800,000
home. They are deeply connected with people in the MSM, film-making, computer
engineering industries, not to mention oodles of brain scientists and physicians. They
very strategically orchestrated the timing of all of this, likely going back nearly a decade.
THIS IS AN OPERATION. She is not acting alone in this.

ANOTHER NEWS SOURCE STRONGLY PROMOTING HER STORIES
Independent Australia Articles:
Left wing news source promoting Open Democracy and others, gave her the platform to post all of her articles,
as well as premiere her documentary. In addition, they make a false claim that they were provided documents or
evidence to backup Fiona’s stories. They go on to promote her articles via twitter as well. This all began in
February, 2014.

That was a lot of information, in a very spread-out timeline, so just in case you missed all of her
grandiose claims, here is a big chunk of SOME of them in a single list:
SUMMARY OF MANY OF HER STORIES PULLED STRAIGHT FROM HER OWN ARTICLES:
• Raped by a US President (Nixon 1913-1994 / Pres 69-74) at RAAF Fairbairne military airport, Canberra.
• Raped by 3 Australian Prime Ministers
• Raped by the creator of MK-Ultra – John Gittinger
• Raped by Nicole Kidman’s father who was a Gittinger asset
• Raped by famous Rev Billy Graham
• Raped by Australian Senior Politician
• Raped by Ted Turner at Disneyland Party
• Raped by Col. Michael Aquino (at Dulce military base)
• Raped by John Overton (Australia’s top military physician)
• Raped in front of numerous police officers, politicians and priests
• Raped by step-grandfather and grandmother from 22 months old, and they trafficked her to many
• Raped by Prime Minister Gough Whitlam & his lover Governor General John Kerr at Parliament House
• Raped by Prime Minister Bob Hawke, at 5 years old, in a zucchini patch, at a BBQ, in a suburban Canberra backyard.
• Raped by actor Bruce Spence at Bathurst City Hall when 15
• Raped by Shakespearean actor John Bell in the company of Antony Kidman on eve of 15th birthday. She states, at
Kidman’s house, he tied her to a chair and beat her in front of Nicole Kidman and Nicole smirked.
• Unwilling member of a coven that involved drugs, guns and sex trafficking
• Her neighbor has continuously intimidated and threatened her family and children, and poisoned her dog in Wollongong.
• Assaulted by Professors at Bond University in her 30’s
• Given abortion by Leonas Petrauskas (Dr. Mark) beneath Engadine BoysTown (dead now)
• Was put through full military training and MKUltra as a child at age 6 at Holsworthy, and finished under Aquino in the
US at age 14
• Flown to Bohemian Grove by crate where she was gassed and raped by Rev. Bill Graham
• Witnessed 10 children raped and murdered in Bathurst in 85’
• Witness a mother be murdered, child cut from woman, drinking and eating of child blood/body, a row of hypnotized
children be decapitated, on a stage, all in the same night, while she apparently watched.
• Was taken to woods in Australia numerous times, was hunted, and watched children murdered during satanic rituals.
Supposedly were buried there as well.
• Witnessed & subjected to: child abductions, drugging, sexual assault, torture, orgies, beastiality, necrophilia, satanic
rituals, murder, hypnosis, drugs, gassed,
• Subjected to rape, torture, electrocution by cattle prod type instruments at Holsworthy Army Base & Lucas Heights
nuclear reactor for the Jason Project, by Gittinger and Dr. Antony Kidman with approval from Australian gov. Supposedly
happened from 1975-1980
• Says Lucas Heights is just like Pine Gap…. CIA facilities where the Jason Project was conducted. Both facilities built by
same group with statue of Dagon inside, and underground facilities.
• She has seen the underground railroad that connects major cities in Australia to Pine Gap, Lucas Heights/Holsworthy.
• Witnessed a partial skewered body on a pole be burned alive for Moloch, with cannibalism at Caltex Oil Refinery at
Kurnell AND again on Kurnell Beach.
• She had a surrogate pedo mother from age 5-14 named Grande Dame Veronica who was her tutor and mentor. She opted
to be sacrificed at a young age, ritually murdered on the altar at St. Mary’s Cathedral in Sydney City, because she was a
victim forced to turned perpetrator. Supposedly lived at private living quarters at Sancta Sophia College at Sydney
University.
• 1980: Witnessed Queen Elizabeth preside over a Luciferian ritual at the main Church of England Cathedral in Sydney
when I was 11 years old.
NOTE: Nearly every person she has accused, including her alleged (now debunked) grandparents, she accused after they
died.
http://www.abc.net.au/mediawatch/episodes/approach-some-claims-with-caution/9973098

LINKS TO ALL ARTICLES AND WEBSITE PAGES PRODUCED BY FIONA
BARNETT OPERATION
Articles written by Fiona Barnett team, and published and promoted by Independent
Australia:
Gold Coast ‘hog-tie’ paediatrician: More mothers speak out – February 10, 2014
https://archive.is/HMCnC
Hogtie Victim’s mother speaks out – February 12, 2014
https://archive.is/WZkF2
Trapped inside Australia’s vast child abuse network (Part 1) – May 9, 2014
https://independentaustralia.net/life/life-display/trapped-inside-australias-vast-child-abuse-network-part-1,6460
The disappointing child abuse Royal Commission – July 2, 2014
http://archive.is/r0Opu
Trapped inside (Part 2): Bond University exposed – July 20, 2014
https://archive.is/7IFRk
Antony Kidman dies amidst child abuse allegations – September 20, 2014
https://archive.is/96IW4
Trapped inside (Part 3): AHPRA protects alleged sex offenders – November 3, 2014
https://archive.is/833Wn
Gold Coast hogtie doctor found guilty of assaulting 7-year-old boy – March 19, 2015
https://archive.is/In4wk
Abuse survivor Fiona Barnett: The ‘Candy Girl’ – October 13, 2015
https://archive.is/2epcB
Fiona Barnett: The ‘Candy Girl’, the Royal Commission and the NSW Police – October 23, 2015
https://archive.is/MhKXQ

Website archives on next page.

Archives of website pages: fionabarnett.org
(was pedophilesdownunder.org – now redirects):
Latest
http://archive.li/4Ri62
Welcome
http://archive.li/rgUWL
About page (she removed from her website - here is the archived page)
Candy Girl
http://archive.li/Itye1
Royal Whitewash
http://archive.li/QQBNF
Ritual Abuse in Australia
http://archive.li/Dqush
Certified Sane
http://archive.is/ZBaRa
The Justice Myth
http://archive.li/Ls3tt
Abuse Drawings
http://archive.li/auVJ7
New Articles
http://archive.li/B9v3s
Senator Bill Heffernan uses parliamentary privilege to accuse former PM of being alleged paedophile
http://archive.li/p8QUw
Political elite were part of paedophile ring, alleged victim Fiona Barnett claims
http://archive.li/bnlt5
Franca Arena was right on the mark
http://archive.li/bW19H
Links
http://archive.li/tnyg8
Documentary
Page: http://archive.li/J1PNV
Video Part 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RT3NkHaNfMY
Video Part 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-lMEnCZY5E
MK-Ultra, ASIO, CIA (links below, this is an empty page)

Kim Beazely Senior: ASIO agent and child trafficker
http://archive.li/l8kc4
MK-Ultra in Australia Parliamentary Part 1
http://archive.li/YC5XD
MK-Ultra in Australia Parliamentary Part 2
http://archive.li/m1KCt
Kidman, trauma research and his abuse of Fiona Barnett
http://archive.li/PM33U
Kidman connections: the CIA, secret societies and ritual abuse
http://archive.li/SU25Z
Australian false memory association exposed
http://archive.li/nLGyO
MK-Ultra in Australia Part 3
http://archive.li/dMhjR
MK-Ultra in Australia Part 4
http://archive.li/eOWky
MK-Ultra in Australia Part 5
http://archive.li/tIVyC
MK-Ultra in Australia Part 6
http://archive.li/vvwvE

Documentary: Her documentary is split into Part 1 and Part 2. Numerous YouTuber’s
have reposted it, so it’s quite easy to find, after the Fiona Barnett operation dismantles all
of their social media platforms, as well as the website.

THIS IS AN OPERATION
Fiona Barnett is NOT insane, batshit crazy, or MK-Ultra’d, as some conclude. Nor is this a
family endeavor to scam people. This is an operation with many people involved.
What are the odds that all of these people connected to the MSM, google, computer technology,
and brain science are all from Russia, and coincidentally are the ones instrumental in pushing
her story? That part is very strange.
Some of their intentions are:
• They expose victims personal information, causing trauma and fear to the victims so they stop
speaking out.
• They discredit victims as well, while convincing others they are “fake”.
• They have an army of shills to attack journalists and others advocating to put a stop to child
sex trafficking and abuse.
• They create chaos and division, but mostly total cognitive dissonance so people don’t know
what to believe is going on in this world.
• They are targeting many people in the US, and likely other countries as well.
• They have hacked people’s accounts, altered information, created screenshots, and posted it to
appear as “reality” in order to take people down. They stop at nothing to take those down that
are promoting truth.
• They join in on some truths of events happening as it pertains to child abuse and trafficking so
as to come across as legit, to earn people’s trust.
• They rally people to build an army so they can “do as they say” and “do as they do”. They
then send that army to attack those they are trying to discredit and take down, including true
victims.
• They are running a dangerous game and likely have many more ulterior motives.

This is an operation that is operating out of Australia with influencers from Russia, and
possible ties to Poland, Norway, and the UK. This is psychological warfare.

EXPOSE THIS OPERATION.

THIS HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED:
 Peter and Helena Holowczak have no relation to Fiona Barnett. This one piece of evidence
alone discounts EVERYTHING she has ever claimed, being as they were the ones who
were allegedly driving her to these locations to be trafficked and/or others would pick her up
from their home. They are central to all of her stories. Without them, she could not have been
in Engadine, since her mom allegedly lived in Budgewoi NSW, 2 full hours away, where
Fiona claimed to have lived.
 14 McAlister Ave. was NOT the Holowczak’s residence. They lived 8 houses away from
where Fiona filmed her documentary, vividly detailing multiple experiences that happened in
that home, and showing 100% recognition to the house at 14 McAlister Ave., when in fact,
the Holowczak’s lived at 30 McAlister Ave. Watch the documentary.
 The entire Holowczak family is a separate family, with no relation to the Rylkos.
 Fiona was a member of a theater for acting that sent out newsletters for auditions
 Fiona attended Bond University in 2010 at the same time her alleged psychologist Nerida
Saunders did, both taking psychology related courses. And, quite possibly at the same time,
one of the professors who works with Nerida at the Brain Mind & Memory Institute, was
working at Bond University as well.
 This was all very strategically orchestrated, likely going back nearly a decade, to where they
produced the documentary in July 2015, then waited until October to put it out, so as to add
the clip of her in front of reporters, in order to beef up legitimacy.
 Alina Derevyanko, aka Alina Arylko, aka Alina Rylko would appear to be Fiona’s sister-inlaw, and is the one that has pushed nearly every story about her immediate family members,
sister, psychologist, and her breaking stories when she came out on television in 2015. All of
these individuals were covered in Alina’s stories AFTER Fiona came out with her stories on
social media in May 2013.
 Nerida Saunders and Alina Rylko both have a lot of connections to Russia.
 The 2 Derevyankos related to Alina are both in computer engineering and technology, and
both worked at google at one point. They are also both from Moscow.
 Nerida had a brain laboratory with equipment to memorize details.
 Nerida’s husband has a lot of connections with MSM and is a cameraman who works at a
film college.
 Fiona Barnett uses psychological warfare and extreme manipulation tactics, as seen in
examples above. She has an army of trolls that assist her from behind the scenes, as well as
people she has managed to dupe.
 Fiona’s stories all replicate those of actual victims, and she selects her perpetrators that are
already dead, in almost every case.

THIS is an operation. She is not solo. There are many bad actors involved.
• FLOOD THIS INFO ON ALL OF HER SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS
• MAKE VIDEOS
• WRITE ARTICLES, TWEET ABOVE IMAGES AND LINK TO THIS PDF

THIS OPERATION ENDS NOW! GOVERNMENT HAS EYES ON IT.

